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Free League Publishing Tabletop RPG
Portfolio 2019 - Become an adventurer
To be frank, it’s about time you start thinking about how to fulfill your New
Year's resolutions. Remember when you promised to have more fun in your
everyday life and become a more adventurous person? Wait, you don’t
remember? Ok, let me remind you!
•
•
•

•

You promised that you would hang out more with your friends,
sit down and have a cozy time.
You promised to take long walks in lush forests to into shape for
fights with monsters, raiders, mutants, robots and the likes.
You promised to meet new people, anything from the kids in
school to the bearded strangers offering you mead at the inn, say
hi to the dwarves in the mountain and the mutants in the Zone
and… Well, just be a bit more open-minded to the random
encounter.
You promised to visit new and exciting place, like The Loop
below the pastoral countryside of Mälaröarna, take a tour in the
post-apocalyptic Ark, travel to the Forbidden Lands that used to
be covered by the Blood Mist, travel into space and visit the
Coriolis space station, and then go back to the 80’s and 90’s that
never was.

So what kind of friend would I be if I didn’t help you fulfill your New Year’s
resolutions?
Big hug, you can do it! I believe in you.
Cheers,
your friend at Free League Publishing
FREE LEAGUE PUBLISHING – TABLETOP RPGS & BOARD GAMES:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Things from the Flood – Roleplaying in the 90’s that never was
(coming in Q2 2019)
Crusader Kings the Board Game – A Medieval Strategy Soap
Opera (2019)
Forbidden Lands – Roleplaying Rogues & Raiders in a Cursed
World (December 2018)
Tales from the Loop - Roleplaying in the '80s That Never Was
Coriolis the Third Horizon – Roleplaying in the Darkness
Between the Stars
Symbaroum – Roleplaying in a World filled with Dark Adventures
Mutant: Year Zero - Roleplaying at The End of Days

REVIEW COPIES & INTERVIEWS:
Are you interested in review copies or doing an interview with the game
developers?
Lovely, just e-mail: pr@frialigan.se
Free League Publishing
www.freeleaguepublishing.com

THINGS FROM THE FLOOD RPG
Welcome back to the Loop. Things are different now, Things from the Flood
are coming. The sequel to the multiple award-winning Tales from the Loop
RPG, based on the wondrous worlds of Simon Stålenhag, will release in 2019.
The Things from the Flood RPG thrusts the Tales universe into a grim alternate
1990s. Step into the shoes of a teenager growing up in a decade of change –
and disaster. Still, your life goes on as before. You go to school, fall miserably
in love and try to fend of boredom. But when teens start to go missing, you
and your friends decide to solve the mystery.
Trailer
Read more and make a late pledge.

CRUSADER KINGS THE BOARD GAME

In this medieval strategy soap opera, your King or Queen will need to survive
invasions, plots, crusades, and even marriage. Or at least have children,
siblings or spouses standing by to take over the throne. Failure to raise a
suitable heir could face you with the end of your dynasty. Oh dear! All the
while experiencing events of the strange and dangerous life of a medieval
ruler. Will you create the most powerful dynasty of medieval Europe to
triumph - or downfall? Do you have what it takes to become a Crusader King?
Trailer
Read more and make a late pledge.

FORBIDDEN LANDS - ROGUES AND RAIDERS IN A CURSED WORLD
[ One of the best RPGs of 2018 according to Geek & Sundry ]
Are you a brave adventurer that wish to enter Forbidden Lands? Do you long
for a magical journey into the unknown? The time has come to make your
mark on a cursed world. Wander the wilderness, discover lost tombs, fight
horrifying monsters and build your own stronghold to defend. Forbidden
Lands is a brand-new take on classic fantasy roleplaying.
Trailer
Read more
ADD-ONS:
Forbidden Lands: The Spire of Quetzel
Forbidden Lands: Ravens Purge

TALES FROM THE LOOP - ROLEPLAYING IN THE '80s THAT NEVER WAS
[ Five-time Gold ENnie-award winner - including Best Game & Product of the
Year ]

“RPG Tales from the Loop lets you channel Stranger Things and ET.” – The Verge
“Tales from the Loop could very well be the RPG phenomenon of 2017.” – Geek &
Sundry
Step into the amazing world of the Loop and encounter the fantastic
machines and strange beasts that have come to haunt the countryside.
Escape your everyday problems and solve mysteries, you will become a part
of something meaningful and magical – but also dangerous. The awardwinning Tales from the Loop RPG is based on the work by acclaimed artist
Simon Stålenhag. The retro futuristic art captures the spirit of Swedish 1980s
suburbia and have spread like wildfire worldwide with a unique atmosphere
that is both instantly recognizable and utterly alien. The art book Tales from
the Loop will be a TV-series at Amazon Prime in a near future.
Trailer
Read more
ADD-ON:
Tales from the Loop: Our Friends the Machines

CORIOLIS - THE THIRD HORIZON
[ Awarded the ENnies Judges’ Spotlight]
“The game’s authors describe it as ‘Arabian Nights in space’ and it fulfills that
brief marvelously.” – RPGnet
Do you wish to crew a space ship and travel to the space station Coriolis set
in a remote cluster of star systems? You will explore the ancient ruins of the
Portal Builders, undertake missions for the powerful factions and partake in
the game of political intrigue. Whatever your calling is, together you will
make your own fate. In the end you might even discover the truth about the
mysterious Emissaries and the threat of the Dark Between the Stars in the scifi adventure Coriolis - The Third Horizon.

Trailer
Read more
ADD-ONS:
Coriolis: Emissary Lost
Coriolis: The Dying Ship

SYMBAROUM - ROLEPLAYING IN A WONDROUS WORLD FILLED WITH DARK
ADVENTURES
[ Best Game nomination at the Origins Awards ]
“Symbaroum excels in every single aspect of game design: the setting, the rules,
the layout, the art.” –RPGnet
Explore vast forests in the hunt for treasures, lost wisdoms and fame. Visit
the barbarian clans to trade or to plunder their treasuries. Establish a base of
power among princes, guilds or rebellious refugees or survive encounters
with trolls, dark-minded Blight Beasts and undead warlords. But whatever
you do, never ignore the warnings spoken by the wardens of the forest: tread
carefully and do not disturb the ruins of old, for the dark deep of Davokar is
about to awaken in the dark fantasy game Symbaroum.
Trailer
Read more

MUTANT: YEAR ZERO - ROLEPLAYING AT THE END OF DAYS
[ Awarded a Silver ENnie for Best Rules. Nominated to Six ENnies ]
[ Winner Best Roleplaying Game UK Games Expo ]
“Probably the best post-apocalyptic RPG on the market. Full stop.” – RPGNet

Of course, the world ends. It was always just a question of time. When it’s all
over, nature invades the ruined cities and winds sweep through empty
streets. Yet life remains. In the Ark, you and the other survivors have found a
haven. You are the spawn of humanity, but not human anymore. Your bodies
and minds have incredible powers, but you are twisted, mutated freaks. And
now the safe days are over. Food is running scarce, and the fight for what’s
left is turning violent. It’s time to venture out and explore the Zone. You have
no choice. This is the beginning. This is Mutant: Year Zero.
Trailer
Read more
ADD-ONS:
Mutant: Elysium (Upcoming stand-alone expansion)
Mutant: Mechatron (stand-alone expansion)
Mutant: Genlab Alpha (stand-alone expansion)
Zone Compendium: The Eternal War
Zone Compendium: Hotel Imperator
Zone Compendium: Die, Meat-eater, Die!
Zone Compendium: Dead Blue Sea
Zone Compendium: Lair of the Saurians

Free League Publishing is a Swedish publisher dedicated to speculative fiction.
We have published several award-winning tabletop role-playing games and
critically acclaimed art books set in strange and wondrous worlds.
Our upcoming games includes the alternate 90s Things from the Flood RPG,
the sequel to the award-winning Tales from the Loop RPG and Crusader Kings
the Board Game, a medieval soap opera of war, assassination and marriage.
The post-apocalyptic Mutant: Year Zero was awarded a Silver ENnie for Best
Rules 2015. The sci-fi adventure Coriolis - The Third Horizon, was awarded a
Judge's Spotlight Award at Gencon. The dark fantasy roleplaying game
Symbaroum has earned several nominations and awards, including a Best
Game nomination at the Origins Awards 2016. And we are proud to say that
our roleplaying game Tales from the Loop RPG based on Simon Stålenhags
iconic artbooks made a grand slam at the ENnie Awards 2017, winning five
Gold ENnies - among them Best Game. Our latest fantasy RPG is Forbidden
Lands, recently named one of the best RPGs of 2018 by Geek & Sundry.
We have also released the critically acclaimed art books Things from the Flood
and Tales from the Loop by artist Simon Stålenhag. His third book The Electric
State has been released by Free League Publishing exclusively to the backers
of the kickstarter campaign.
Website: www.freeleaguepublishing.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/FriaLigan
Instagram: http://instagram.com/frialigan/
Youtube: www.youtube.com/c/FrialiganSe
Twitter: http://twitter.com/FriaLigan
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